Amadou Diallo, 22 - Hit 19 times when NYPD cops fired 41 shots - February 4, 1999
Aswon “Keshawn” Watson, 23 - Shot at 24 times, hit 18, after undercover NYPD cop - July 4, 1999
José “Kiko” García - Beaten and shot in stomach and back by NYPD cop - July 4, 1999
Bekim Ahmeti, 20 - Shot 3 times in the back by NYPD cops - March 20, 1993
Nicholas Heyward, Jr., 13 - Shot by NY Housing cop - September 27, 1994
Timur Person, 19 - Shot 4 times close range by police officer, once in face - December 1999
Ousmane Zongo, 43 - Shot four times, twice in the back by NYPD cops - 2003
Frankie Arzuaga, 15 - Shot in head by NYPD cop while in car - January 12, 1996
José Antonio Sanchez, 56 - Shot at his job by plainclothes NYPD cop - February 22, 1997
Michael Argenio, 29 - Shot by NYPD cop after van riding in hit garbage cans - January 2000
Hector Cabot, 41 - Shot in back of neck by NYPD cop - November 4, 1993
Charles Campbell, 37 - Shot by off-duty NYPD cop - July 4, 1996
Kevin Cedeno, 16 - Shot in the back by NYPD cop - December 1999
David Cotto, 20 - Shot 11 times by NYPD cops - March 2000
Laakhraj Dalipram, 31 - Shot by NYPD cops firing 250 rounds at another person - December 2000
Donald Davidson, 48 - Shot 7 times, twice in back, by NYPD cops - March 21, 1997
Gidone “Gary” Busch, 31 - Shot over a dozen times by NYPD cops - August 30, 1999
Lydia Ferraro, 32 - Shot by NYPD cops firing 16 rounds in to her car - April 27, 1988
Nathaniel Gains, 26 - Shot in back by NY transit cop - July 4, 1996
Patrick Heslin Phelan, 39 - Shot in head by drunk off-duty NYPD cop - January 21, 1998
Jose Luis Lebron, 14 - Shot in back of the head by NYPD cop - January 31, 1990
Jason Nichols, 27 - Shot in head while on ground by NY Dept of Corrections cop - October 2001
Douglas Orfaly, 29 - Shot in head while sitting in car by NY housing cop - March 3, 1992
Frederico Pereira, 21 - Beaten and choked to death by NYPD cops - February 5, 1991
Dagoberto Pichardo - Pushed off six-story building by NYPD cops - July 6, 1992
Perry Walker, Jr., 36 - Shot five times by off-duty NYPD cop over traffic dispute - January 2002

Year after year—a grim death toll. Men, women, children, elderly—all found among the victims. The targets, mostly Black or Latino. The killers strike with impunity, ferocity and with the full backing of authority, defending a system that has no future for the youth, other than prison, crime, an early grave, or on-again off-again dead-end jobs.

During the early hours of November 25, 2006, on a darkened New York City street—they struck again. A group of undercover officers fired 50 rounds into a car, killing 23-year-old Sean Bell, and wounding his two friends. They were all unarmed. Sean was hours away from his wedding.

Less than three weeks later, the killers struck again. On December 13, 19-year-old Timur Person was killed by police in the South Bronx. On December 16, 62-year-old Anatoly Dimitriev was gunned down by police.